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We present a new algorithm to automatically schedule Halide programs for high-performance image processing and deep learning. We significantly improve upon the performance of previous methods, which considered a limited subset of schedules. We define a parameterization of possible schedules much larger than prior methods and use a variant of beam search to search over it. The search optimizes runtime predicted by a cost model based on a combination of new derived features and machine learning. We train the cost model by generating and featurizing hundreds of thousands of random programs and schedules. We show that this approach operates effectively with or without autotuning. It produces schedules which are on average almost twice as fast as the existing Halide autoscheduler without autotuning, or more than twice as fast with, and is the first automatic scheduling algorithm to significantly outperform human experts on average.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Image processing and deep learning are pervasive. They are computationally intense, and implementations often have to be highly optimized by experts, at great cost, to be usable in practice. The Halide programming language has proven to be a powerful tool for this task because it separates the algorithm — what you want to compute — from the schedule — how you want to compute it, including choices about memory locality, redundant computation, and optimization, and even then, the space of possible schedules is enormous and their performance can be difficult to predict.

Automating the synthesis of high-performance schedules is sorely needed, but prior methods are limited in multiple ways [Mullapudi et al. 2016, 2015; Sioutas et al. 2018]. First, by design they only consider a small subset of all possible schedules. They generally work by modestly generalizing specific schedule templates or idioms, which are difficult to compose or extend to capture the countless other potentially fruitful choices for each application and target architecture. Second, they explore their key choices using specialized search procedures, which are tightly coupled to the family of schedules they consider. Third, they navigate this space using hand-designed procedures, which are tightly coupled to the family of schedules they consider. They define their key choices using specialized search procedures, which are tightly coupled to the family of schedules they consider. They define their key choices using specialized search procedures, which are tightly coupled to the family of schedules they consider.
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struggle to generalize, often producing results many times slower than the best schedules in their search space on others.

In this paper, we present a new algorithm to automatically find high performance schedules for Halide programs that significantly outperforms previous automatic schedulers (Fig. 1). This is enabled by a number of key contributions, including:

- a new parameterization of the search space that can efficiently enumerate a much larger set of valid schedules than prior methods, increasing the available high-performance options;
- a more general search algorithm with backtracking and coarse-to-fine refinement;
- a new cost model that combines symbolic analysis with machine learning to predict performance;
- a robust methodology which trains the cost model on an infinite population of random programs;
- the optional use of sampling and benchmarking (autotuning) to further improve performance given extra time.

On a diverse set of applications spanning both imaging and learning, our algorithm outperforms the production Halide autoscheduler [Mullapudi et al. 2016] by 75% on average with no autotuning, and up to 135% on average with a few hours per application of autotuning. It is also more robust, never significantly underperforming the prior method, but at times outperforming it by an order of magnitude. With these results, it is the first automatic scheduling algorithm demonstrated to not just approach but significantly outperform human experts on average.

1.1 Our Approach

Parameterizing schedules. We define a general parameterization of the choice space which naturally subsumes most core Halide scheduling choices (Sec. 3). We enumerate choices from the output of a program backwards to the input, for each stage choosing both the granularity at which it will be computed with respect to its consumers, and how its own iteration space will be tiled across threads and SIMD lanes, and laid out in memory. This parameterization includes arbitrarily-nested loop tilings, with stages computed (fused) and stored (reused) at any granularity within them, encompassing important optimizations like line-buffering [Hegarty et al. 2014] not possible in most prior approaches. It mirrors the definition of the core scheduling operators themselves, makes both extending the space and reasoning about validity easy and local, and is suitable for generic tree search methods.

Search. We search this space using a general backtracking tree search algorithm based on beam search [Reddy 1977] (Sec. 3.2). We extend the classic algorithm to operate in a coarse-to-fine fashion, which we find provides more efficient backtracking over long-range decisions on this problem.

A hybrid learned cost model. We drive the search using a new cost model which combines symbolic analysis with learning to more accurately predict performance on real machines (Sec. 4). This is critical because our large search space increases the demands on the cost model: it includes not only many better schedules than prior methods, but also many worse choices. We feature intermediate choices by treating the stages scheduled up to that point as a complete, smaller program, allowing the cost model to reason only about complete programs.

Training on random programs. We train the cost model to predict the benchmarked performance, on a given target architecture, of hundreds of thousands of random algorithms and schedules drawn from a distribution representative of key patterns in real programs (Sec. 5). This process is both automatic and generalizes more robustly than fitting to specific benchmarks, as most compilers do.

Trading off compile time for performance. We configurably scale our search based on the available compile time, from seconds to hours, to efficiently exploit both the fast cost model and ground-truth benchmarking (Sec. 4.3). Varying the beam size interpolates between fast greedy search and best-first. Given more time, randomizing the search by importance sampling the cost model, we can generate a near-infinite distribution of promising schedules. Compiling and benchmarking these to measure ground truth performance, in tens of minutes we can autotune to find better results than the model alone. Or, with hours to sample and benchmark, we can also iteratively fine-tune the cost model on the samples measured so far to accelerate autotuning.

Full code for the algorithm, random program generator, and test applications is available at https://autoscheduler2019.halide.io/.

2 RELATED WORK

There have been several prior attempts to automatically schedule Halide programs. However, these efforts either relied on searching a small space of schedule templates that exclude many higher-performance choices, or struggled to scale to nontrivial programs.

The original Halide autotuner [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2013] combined heuristic schedule templates with genetic search over random schedule rewrites, and relied entirely on ground-truth benchmarking to measure performance. It produced some results competitive with hand-written code, but finding schedules could take days for moderately-sized pipelines. Both its heuristics and its random rewrites frequently produced invalid schedules and were difficult to generalize. A simpler version of this approach was reimplemented in the OpenTuner framework [Ansel et al. 2014], but it can only effectively schedule the simplest pipelines [Mullapudi et al. 2015].

The current autoscheduler shipped as part of Halide is derived from Mullapudi et al.’s work [2016]. It performs greedy search over the possible applications of a simple schedule template using a simple cost model. This allows it to run quickly, with no benchmarking at all, but it only considers a single level of tiling and fusion, combined with fixed heuristic choices for things like parallelism, vectorization, and unrolling. This excludes many useful schedules (such as multi-level tiling and line-buffering), and has proven very difficult to generalize across applications or to new schedules. It can be autotuned by sampling the space of its three cost model parameters, but cannot sample its entire schedule space as our autotuner does.

The polyhedral compiler PolyMage [Mullapudi et al. 2015] uses an algorithm similar to that of the current Halide autoscheduler.
This has also been extended with backtracking and a richer cost model to some benefit [Jangda and Bondhugula 2018], but without changing the fundamentally restricted search space. Sioutas et al. [2018] improved local scheduling of individual Halide operations by defining a richer manual cost model coupled with a backtracking search over fusion strategies [Sioutas et al. 2019]. The space of schedules considered was broader than prior work in that it included sliding window strategies in addition to fusion in tiles. The space we search is broader still, and our cost model is more complex and learned, but we took substantial inspiration from their work in designing key terms in our model and featureization.

Many other polyhedral compilers use variants of the Pluto algorithm for automatic scheduling of affine loop nests [Baghdadi et al. 2015; Bondhugula et al. 2008; Grosser et al. 2012; Vasilache et al. 2018]. They formalize as an integer linear program (ILP) the problem of finding an affine loop transformation which maximizes outer loop parallelism and minimizes statement-to-statement reuse distance. The resulting ILP can be solved exactly, but the schedules considered exclude many key choices offered by Halide (introducing redundant computation to improve locality and parallelism), and the implicit cost model is only weakly correlated with actual performance. Changing either makes the problem no longer an ILP and intractable to solve.

TVM [Chen et al. 2018a] follows a similar philosophy to ours, combining generic search with benchmarking to find good schedules [Chen et al. 2018b], but supports only semi-automatic scheduling: search is automated, but the search space must be manually defined by the programmer for each algorithm (“operator” in the parlance of deep learning frameworks) as a template. They also focus on locally optimizing individual operators in isolation, where we emphasize exploring long-range fusion through large programs.

There have also been many other attempts to use machine learning to improve prediction in compilers [Ashouri et al. 2018]. This includes predicting the best order for optimization passes [Fursin et al. 2008], the best tile sizes [Rahman et al. 2010], whether kernels should be mapped to CPUs or GPUs [Cummins et al. 2017], and the throughput of straight-line x86 code [Mendis et al. 2018].

3 Navigating the Halide Scheduling Space

To better understand the choice space we define, we begin with a brief introduction to core ideas in Halide.

A Halide program specifies an algorithm (which we often call a pipeline) as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of stages producing multidimensional arrays of values. Each stage is defined as a function from any coordinate in an infinite grid to the value at that coordinate. Each stage can consume data from arbitrary points in prior stages, but — unlike in traditional languages like C++ — the order of evaluation of elements within each stage and across stages, their placement into arrays in memory, and even how many (and which) should be computed, are unspecified.

Consider a simple program:

\[
\begin{align*}
h(x, y) &= \ldots \\
g(x, y) &= \text{pow}(h(x, y), 1.8) \\
f(x, y) &= g(x, y-1) + g(x, y+1)
\end{align*}
\]

It has three stages, with each point in \(r\) depending on a small window in \(g\), which in turn depends on \(h\). To evaluate this pipeline, we need to ask for a desired region of the output (say, \([0, w] \times [0, h]\)). Given this, the Halide compiler can infer what regions are required of

(a) compute \(f\) in row-major order

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } f.y &\text{ from 0 to } h: \\
&\text{for } f.x \text{ from 0 to } w:
\end{align*}
\]

(b) compute \(f\) in parallel, vectorized, nested tiles

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{parallel for } f.y &\text{ from 0 to } h/4: \\
&\text{parallel for } f.x \text{ from 0 to } w/16:
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 4:} \\
&\text{for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 2:}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 1:} \\
&\text{simd for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 8:}
\end{align*}
\]

(c) compute \(g\) at root

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{allocate } g[g.w, g.h]
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } g.y &\text{ from 0 to } g.h: \\
&\text{for } g.x \text{ from 0 to } g.w:
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{parallel for } f.y &\text{ from 0 to } h/4: \\
&\text{parallel for } f.x \text{ from 0 to } w/16:
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 4:} \\
&\text{for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 2:}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 1:} \\
&\text{simd for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 8:}
\end{align*}
\]

(d) compute \(g\) at tiles of \(f\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{allocate } g[g.w, g.h]
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } g.y &\text{ from 0 to } g.h: \\
&\text{for } g.x \text{ from 0 to } g.w:
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } f.y &\text{ from 0 to } h/4: \\
&\text{parallel for } f.x \text{ from 0 to } w/16:
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 4:} \\
&\text{for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 2:}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 1:} \\
&\text{simd for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 8:}
\end{align*}
\]

(e) compute \(g\) incrementally within tiles of \(f\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{allocate } g[g.w, g.h]
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } g.y &\text{ from 0 to } g.h: \\
&\text{for } g.x \text{ from 0 to } g.w:
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } f.y &\text{ from 0 to } h/4: \\
&\text{parallel for } f.x \text{ from 0 to } w/16:
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 4:} \\
&\text{for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 2:}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{for } f.y \text{ from 0 to 1:} \\
&\text{simd for } f.x \text{ from 0 to 8:}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 2. Loop nests corresponding to different scheduling choices. Top: two different schedules of the same function, \(f\), over the interval \([0, w] \times [0, h]\). (a) is a simple row-major loop nest, while (b) has been tiled two levels deep, with the outermost tile loop mapped across parallel threads, and the innermost across the lanes of a SIMD vector. Bottom: three different cross-stage granularity choices for the stage \(g\), given a two-level tiling of its consumer \(f\). The structure of the loop over \(g\) does not change, but the size of the regions computed and stored varies depending on the granularity.
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the earlier stages $g$ and $h$ (here, $[0, w] \times [-1, h + 1]$), but we still do not know in what order all of these points should be computed, nor where they should be stored in memory. This is defined by the schedule.

A Halide schedule specifies how the computation of the pipeline should be compiled into a concrete loop nest which evaluates all of the points necessary in each stage to compute the requested output. Each stage is computed over a multidimensional rectangular region (a dense $n$-dimensional array or “tensor”), and the size to be computed (and the size of the corresponding memory allocation) is inferred by the compiler. The syntax of the Halide scheduling language is unimportant, but it is critical to understand the key choices it defines.

The generated loop nest is driven most fundamentally by two sets of choices:

- **Intra-stage order.** We first choose in what order to evaluate the region of points within each stage. This includes arbitrary dimension order and tiling across the $n$-dimensional domain of that stage. Given this ordering and decomposition, any of the resulting loops can also be chosen to be processed in parallel across threads or SIMD lanes (or, equivalently, GPU blocks and threads), or unrolled. Examples of both a trivial row-major loop nest and a tiled parallel loop nest over the domain of $f$ are shown in Fig. 2.

- **Cross-stage granularity.** Given a separate loop nest over the local domain of each function, we then choose at what granularity each stage should be computed with respect to its consumers — how their loop nests should be combined. For example, when should we compute parts of $g$ with respect to the parts of $h$ that use them? The entire required region of a stage can be computed before moving on to the next stage (Fig. 2, lower top), or it can be computed over just the region required at any inner loop within its consumer’s domain (Fig. 2, lower middle). At the extreme, it can be inlined directly into the computation of each point in its consumer. Finally, the required region of a stage can be computed incrementally, reusing values computed in previous iterations and stored at a coarser granularity (Fig. 2, lower bottom), producing a sliding window or “line-buffered” pattern.

The intra-stage order and decomposition interact with these cross-stage choices because they create different potential granularities at which computation and storage can be placed. Different choices about order and granularity make different tradeoffs between parallelism, locality, and the total amount of work performed.

### 3.1 Parameterizing the Space of Schedules

In order to search over them, we represent schedules directly as follows. To maximize predicted locality, and we assume that their storage layout is such that all vector loads from them are dense.

Using this representation, we enumerate possible scheduling choices one stage at a time, starting from the last stage in the program and recursing back to the input. For each stage, we make two successive choices, each of which introduces new tilings:

1. **We select a compute and storage granularity at which to insert the new stage, optionally adding an extra level of tiling to the consuming stage’s existing loop nest to create additional options.**
2. **We add inner and outer tilings to the newly-added stage for parallelism.** The outer tiling is annotated to be spread across parallel threads, and the inner tiling across SIMD lanes.

Each tiling added can take on arbitrarily many different tile sizes, yielding numerous successor states from each decision, and the recursion terminates when all stages have been scheduled (2n steps for a program of $n$ stages). Fig. 3 shows an enumeration of some granularity choices for a newly-added stage $h$.

### 3.2 Our Search Algorithm

We make this sequence of decisions using beam search, which maintains a set of $k$ candidate states, all of which have made the same number of decisions, but in different ways. At each stage of the search, we expand all the ways each state could make the next decision to generate successor states, aggregate these in a list, sort it using the cost model, and take the top $k$.

Our cost model is trained on full pipelines, but here we apply it to states in which not all scheduling decisions have been made. We address this primarily by only costing pipeline stages that have been scheduled, which implicitly treats unscheduled stages as if they were inputs. However, whenever we compute features on a scheduled stage that depend on its relationship to an unscheduled stage, we use values that produce an optimistic underestimate of the true cost: we assume that all stages yet to be scheduled are computed as far inwards as possible given their consumer’s compute_at locations, to maximize predicted locality, and we assume that their storage layout is such that all vector loads from them are dense.

**Pruning.** This procedure enumerates a large class of legal Halide schedules. To avoid wasting time on states unlikely to result in fast code, we further prune the generated states in several ways:

- All multi-core parallelism occurs at the outermost loop level.
- SIMD loop sizes are always the native vector width for the narrowest type used in an expression.
- The number of iterations of the parallel loop should be somewhere in between the number of cores and the number of cores times 16.
- With the exception of identity stages (a single load), no value may be redundantly recomputed more than ten times.
- Loops between the storage and compute sites for a stage should be single-dimensional (i.e. all loop dimensions except one are degenerate), as Halide’s sliding window optimization works best along a single axis.

**Coarse-to-fine Schedule Refinement.** Standard beam search operates in a single pass. However, the large number of tiling sizes we generate tends to flood the beam with trivial variations on one basic schedule. We wish to enforce more diversity in the beam. We do
this by defining a hash function $hash_d$ which hashes the loop nest up to some fixed depth $d$. We penalize the cost of all states in the beam for which a higher-rated state has the same hash. The effect of this is to preserve the backtracking ability granted by the beam for top-level scheduling decisions (e.g. which stages are computed at the root level) that are likely to have a large impact on runtime. However, fine-level decisions also benefit from beam search, so we perform a second pass in which we only consider those states with coarse-level hashes shared by states in the first pass that ultimately lead to a good final answer. The first pass finds coarse valleys in the search space, and the second pass explores them more thoroughly.

We then generalize this to an arbitrary number of passes by defining a permissible set of states. Pass $p$ (for $p > 1$) only considers states whose hashes at depth $p-1$ are in the permissible set, and penalizes duplicate states according to a hash at depth $p + 1$. At the end of the pass, all ancestors of the top few states in the beam have their hashes at depth $p$ added to the permissible set. We use five passes for our results below. Please see the code in the supplemental material for the full details of the hash and the penalization procedure.

The full implementation of this search space and algorithm appear in AutoSchedule.cpp in the supplemental material.

### 3.3 Unexplored Schedules

Our algorithm explores a very large class of nested tilings, but the set of legal Halide schedules is larger still. Some scheduling features are handled using heuristics instead of search. First, we do not enumerate all possible ways to unroll loops, but instead just entirely unroll the innermost non-SIMD loop node if it is of constant size and has no more than 16 iterations total. Second, while we reorder the storage layout so that the vectorized dimension is innermost, we do not change the relative order of the other dimensions in the storage layout. For any multi-dimensional loop nodes that remain after tiling, we nest the generated loops in the same order as the storage layout, with any additional loops over a reduction domain innermost for serial loops, or outermost if the other loops were unrolled. We always fuse parallel loops into a single parallel loop when legal, avoiding the slight overhead involved in nested parallelism. We automatically select a strategy for tails of loops split by factors that do not divide their extent, and we automatically choose a memory space for each stage. Other Halide scheduling directives (e.g. `rfactor`, `memozie`, or `prefetch`), are not considered at all. However, we have designed our search such that any of these features could be added to the space by adding more decision points per stage.

### 4 Predicting Runtime

Having defined a state space and a method for generating successors within it, the final component required of beam search is a cost metric for evaluating states.

The most natural cost to minimize is actual recorded runtime, obtained via benchmarking. However, we wish to evaluate hundreds of thousands of potential schedules for each algorithm, and compiling and benchmarking a single schedule takes several seconds. Builds
should be fast and deterministic, and this setup would be neither. Instead, we train a small neural network to predict runtime based on features computed using Halide’s symbolic analysis tools, and minimize this predicted runtime during the tree search.

4.1 Featurizing a Schedule

We separately featurize each stage in an algorithm (though many of the features describe the relationships between that stage and others), and we divide our featurization according to Halide’s algorithm/schedule distinction.

Algorithm-specific features, which are invariant to the schedule, are histograms of the operations performed to compute a single point in the iteration domain of the stage. We classify operations performed into 40 separate buckets, using the Halide IR node types (add, multiply, subtract, load, etc). For each access made to another stage or to an input buffer, we compute Jacobians which describe how the coordinates accessed vary with respect to the loop dimensions of the consumer. For example, a stage that downsamples some input \( f \) by a factor of four may include a call of the form \( f(4x, 4y) \), which has a Jacobian of \( 4J_f \). We use these Jacobians to classify memory accesses into several subcategories (for example, pointwise operations vs broadcasting). They are also used to compute several schedule-specific features below. Any non-constant terms in the Jacobian (for example due to data-dependent access) are treated as unknowns and worst case behavior is assumed.

Schedule-dependent features either count events of various types, or characterize memory footprints. The events counted include the number of times some region of a stage is evaluated, the number of times storage for it is allocated, the number of parallel tasks launched, the number of whole SIMD vectors computed, and the number of scalar values of it that are computed. We also use the Jacobians to determine the number of dense vectors and scalars loaded per vector computed, amortized across unrolled inner loops that share loaded values. This amortization captures the reuse of loaded values that is particularly important for fast matrix multiply inner loops.

For each stage, at each of several sites, we examine the shapes of all regions written to and read from. If any of the accessed stages have been scheduled inline, we look through them to their producers, multiplying Jacobians as necessary. To compute these shapes we use the bounds inference machinery built into Halide, which is based on symbolic interval arithmetic. Inspired by the work of Sioutas et al. [2018], for each region we characterize the footprint using the number of bytes touched, and also the number of contiguous segments of memory touched. The latter helps capture spatial locality, hardware prefetcher behavior, and false sharing of pages and cache lines.

The sites at which we encode these shapes include the root level of the loop nest, just inside the containing parallel loop, the site at which the stage has storage allocated, the site at which the stage is computed, and the innermost loop. At all of these sites but the last we also sum up the sizes of all allocations within that loop nest to compute a “working set” feature.

For stages which have been inlined, many of these features are zero. Their memory behavior is captured by the stage into which they were inlined.

This produces thirty-nine schedule-dependent features per stage. See Appendix A for an exhaustive list.

4.2 Cost Model Design

Attempting to predict the runtime of Halide programs directly using a neural network requires a large network and is hard to train, as this is a regression problem in which the target values have a very large dynamic range. Instead, our cost model outputs runtime as a dot product between a vector of hand-designed terms and a vector of coefficients predicted by a small neural network (Figure 4). These hand-designed terms are non-linear combinations of the schedule-specific features, crafted in such a way that one would expect them to scale proportionally to runtime. The network then just allocates more or less weight to each term, by predicting a coefficient on it. If any hand-designed term is irrelevant to performance on a particular architecture, the network is free to always predict a zero coefficient.

There are twenty-seven such terms. As an example, one of the terms is simply the number of allocations made. The network then predicts a cost per allocation for this stage. Another term estimates the total number of bytes read that were written on another core. A more complex term attempts to estimate the total number of page faults that may occur, taking into account serialization inside the kernel when multiple threads fault on the same page. The terms in our cost model are constructed procedurally from the schedule features in a differentiable program (Appendix B).

To train our network we minimize L2 error on throughput (the inverse of predicted runtime). We found that this encourages the network to spend its capacity parsing the differences between fast schedules, rather than predicting precisely how slow very bad schedules are. Training batches are composed of 32 schedules for a single random program. The throughputs are computed relative to the fastest schedule within each batch, to bring algorithms with very different runtimes into the same dynamic range. We implemented the network in Halide itself, and use the work of Li et al. [2018] for gradient descent. We use Adam [Kingma and Ba 2015] as our minimizer, with standard hyper-parameters.

4.3 Autotuning

Our cost model does not perfectly predict performance, and beam search is not guaranteed to globally minimize it. We can therefore find faster schedules by adding sampling and benchmarking to our search. We generate candidate schedules by importance sampling paths down the search tree using the cost model. At each stage of beam search, we expand the best predicted state with some probability \( p \). Otherwise, we discard it, and repeat the procedure on the next-best state, to give an exponentially-decaying distribution. We typically set \( p \) such that we have a \( \frac{1}{20} \) chance of operating entirely greedily and never discarding any states, so for an algorithm with \( s \) stages, \( p = \frac{1}{20} \). Given a modest number of these samples, we can benchmark each to find the fastest. Given more, we use them to iteratively retrain the model in between batches of samples to specialize it to a particular
Fig. 4. Our cost model network architecture. The network has two heads, one for embedding schedule-specific features and the other for embedding algorithm-specific features. The schedule features are first log transformed, as they have a large dynamic range and are most naturally combined multiplicatively. We constrain the weights on the algorithm head to be positive by passing them through a sigmoid to encourage cost to monotonically increase with operation count. Each embedding head outputs a low-dimensional vector. These are stacked and passed through a final linear layer and relu to produce 27 positive coefficients for our 27 hand-designed terms.

algorithm. In order to guarantee that the result of this procedure is always at least as good as just running beam search, we include beam search with no random dropout as one of the samples within each such batch.

5 GENERATING TRAINING DATA

Our training data comes from a random algorithm generator, which synthesizes a diverse range of programs that exhibit most of the patterns of computation present in real applications (Figure 5). For the full details of the vocabulary of this generator, see its source code in the supplemental material.

We found that the random algorithms did not need to be long, or even meaningful as algorithms. Our cost model reasons locally about stages in their immediate context, so it is sufficient to generate pipelines long enough to represent all the sorts of situations in which a stage could find itself. We do not rely on or exploit any coarse-scale structure or meaning.

One constraint that we did find necessary was that the programs must have some notion of the units on each spatial dimension to safely mix stages. Operations that mix across scales, for example adding an image to a smaller copy of itself, create shift-varying memory footprints, which invalidate some of our analysis (see Section 7). Fortunately, real imaging and learning pipelines tend to have these implicit units on their dimensions.

For each algorithm we generate in this way, we synthesize a batch of 32 schedules using the autotuning procedure described in Sec. 4.3, with the random dropout probability set so we have a 50% chance of rejecting any given state. We harvest the featurizations and runtimes produced in this way to form our training set. To autotune we require weights for the cost model, so we seem to have begged the question. For generating an initial round of training data we use uniform random weights in $[\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}]$. The structure of the network and the pruning during search are enough for random weights to almost always generate runnable schedules. There are exceptions, and so we kill any compilation or benchmarking job that takes more than ten minutes. We typically see a yield of 99.5%.

After this initial round of generating training data we train a model, and then repeat using the newer weights. This iteratively focuses the network on the sorts of schedules that beam search is likely to generate. We have found that five rounds of this bootstrapping procedure, with ten thousand random algorithms times thirty-two random schedules per round, is sufficient to converge.

Our data generation process is distributed over a cluster of machines, each of which searches for and compiles multiple programs in parallel, then benchmarks each one sequentially. For x86 weights, the cluster machines use a variety of server-class Xeon chips and for GPU samples we use a cluster of NVIDIA V100 GPUs.

6 RESULTS

Our system is designed to be able to produce good schedules in short compile times and better schedules given longer compile times. One way to exploit additional compile time is to increase the beam size. If more than a few minutes are available, it is worth actually compiling and benchmarking some promising candidate schedules, as described in Section 4.3. At the opposite extreme, for the shortest compile times our system can operate in greedy mode, using a beam size of 1.

We evaluate our system in these various compile-time regimes on a test set of random pipelines produced by our random pipeline generator, as well as a benchmark suite of realistic image processing pipelines. All performance results were generated under Ubuntu.
18.04 on an Intel Core i9-7960X CPU. We compare our results to that of the current autoscheduler used by Halide, which we will refer to from now on as “master”, on these two datasets. Results on random pipelines are shown and discussed in Figures 6 and 7.

6.1 Application suite
We also evaluate the system on a benchmark suite of real applications to ensure we do not overfit to randomly-generated pipelines. All algorithms were run on the standard 5 megapixel test image from the Halide repository. The applications are largely taken from the Halide repository or [Mullapudi et al. 2016], and the code for all is in the supplemental material. Here we will only describe the changes and additions relative to that work.

- **stencil chain** is a linear sequence of 32 non-separable $5 \times 5$ convolutions on a single channel of the test image.
- **camera pipe** has been augmented since the publication of previous autoscheduler [Mullapudi et al. 2016] by the addition of a sharpening filter.
- **conv + relu** is a single layer of a CNN at a size and shape for which we were able to write a manual schedule that beat the performance of MKLDNN [2016] (24 output channels, 120 input channels, 100x80 spatial size, and a batch size of 5).
- **IIR blur** is a blur implemented using a four pass (top to bottom, bottom to top, left to right, right to left) IIR filter.
- **BGU** is a bilateral-guided upsampling [Chen et al. 2016] pipeline. The human-written schedule performs poorly relative to the automatic methods. We note that the human-written schedule was published with the paper as the reference implementation, and was written by a co-creator of Halide. If we exclude this one result, human performance rises to 110% faster than the baseline, and is still inferior to our system when operating over similar time scales (hours).
- **Resnet50** is the popular deep residual network [He et al. 2016]. We do not compare to a human-written Halide schedule here. When compared to the most popular machine learning frameworks, we find our implementation to be competitive with MKLDNN-based frameworks. It is faster than TensorFlow [2016] and PyTorch [2017], but slower than MXNet [2015].

The results of this evaluation can be seen in Figure 8. On average, our system is significantly faster than prior work in all modes, and also significantly exceeds expert human performance when given the ability to benchmark. The raw runtimes and code to reproduce these results are available in the supplemental material.

6.2 Other architectures
In decoupling the featurization, the search space, and the search algorithm, we have designed our system to be adaptable to new architectures by extending any of these as necessary. However, this does not mean adding a new architecture is a trivial undertaking. Each new architecture requires going through a similar bring-up process as we did for x86 CPUs. We must train a cost model on hundreds of thousands of fresh random programs, and triage the results to ensure that the featurization correctly captures the factors that matter for performance on that architecture.

The most straightforward new architecture to add is ARM CPUs. They mostly differ from high-end x86 quantitatively, rather than qualitatively. We evaluated our x86 model on quad-core Cortex A72 instances available on AWS. In greedy mode it is 9% faster than Halide master, and running beam search it is 23% faster, despite the fact that these weights were fit to results from processors on the opposite end of the performance spectrum. We lack enough ARM training samples to date to train network weights specifically for that architecture.

Adding CUDA GPUs requires changes to the search space. These are in flux, but at the time of writing they are as follows. For SIMD loop sizes used in the search, we use a value of 32 for all stages, to encourage a full warp of 32 threads along those dimensions. Using Halide’s symbolic analysis tools, we reject any schedules with a per-block allocation size that would exceed the GPU’s shared memory limit. We map the outermost parallel loop level to GPU blocks and the SIMD loop to GPU threads. We currently make

---

Fig. 6. Speed-up over the existing Halide autoscheduler on one hundred unseen random pipelines of lengths between 10 and 40 stages. Our algorithm operating in fast greedy mode is on average 1.37 times faster than the master autoscheduler. With beam search, our system is 2.29 times faster. The dynamic range is high — we are sometimes more than ten times faster, and sometimes less than half the speed. We generally see more outliers on the positive end, indicating that our method is more reliable than master. We found no benefit in autotuning on the random pipelines. While these random pipelines were not part of the training set, they are samples from the same distribution, and so the model can predict runtime accurately (see Figure 7) and gains little from benchmarking.

Fig. 7. Actual vs predicted runtimes for the random pipelines used in Figure 6. $R^2$ correlation is 0.96. The model was trained on a cluster of Intel Xeon servers in a managed Linux environment, yet these runtimes were measured on a desktop x86 CPU running vanilla Ubuntu, so the line of best-fit is slightly off the diagonal. For our scheduling algorithm to work we do not need to predict runtimes accurately, we just need to put them in the correct order, so minor changes in the target architecture are unimportant.
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no changes to the featureization. For a baseline here we use the
GPU autoscheduler from Li et al.’s work [2018], which is to our
knowledge the only functional GPU autoscheduler for Halide. On
the application suite, our system operating greedily is currently
29% faster on average, and using beam search it is 33% faster. (We
exclude lens blur and conv + relu from this comparison because the
baseline algorithm would not run them and Resnet50 because the
necessary baseline modifications were unavailable.) We consider
these results preliminary but promising: careful comparison to hand-
written baselines of standard applications is important for better
absolute calibration and the current search restrictions to ensure
valid GPU configurations are simplistic, likely excluding many faster
choices.

6.3 Additional comparisons and ablations
We also performed a number of experiments on related systems
and ablations of our system. None of these alternatives exceeded
the performance of our system operating in greedy mode, so we
mention them only briefly.

Autotuning Halide master. Mullapudi et al. report additional per-
formance can be attained by searching over a set of small variations
of their parameter space. We reproduced this result, and found that
it was 21% faster than master on the application suite above.

PolyMage. The closest related language with a fully-automatic
scheduler is PolyMage [Jangda and Bondhugula 2018]. The Poly-
Mage repository reproduces a subset of this benchmark suite, though
the code has decayed over time. Over the four applications that were
functional at the time of writing (harris, unsharp, interpolate, and
bilateral grid), PolyMage is 18% faster than Halide master.

No coarse-to-fine. We measure the benefit of doing coarse-to-fine
passes (Section 3.2) by removing it, and instead increasing the beam
to 160 to maintain the same total compile time. This produced
results 48% faster than Halide master, which is on par with our
greedy result, indicating that a large beam is useless if it has no
diversity.

No nested tiling. In order to test the relative importance of our
better search algorithm and our expansion of the search space, we
constrained beam search to only consider schedules within the space
considered by Halide master. It produced schedules that were 28%
faster than Halide master (compared to 75% on our expanded space),
indicating that the improved search algorithm and cost model are
important, and so is the expanded search space.

Random search vs retraining. A final natural question to ask is
whether our fastest mode (autotuning with retraining) is fast due to
the retraining, or simply due to taking more time to benchmark more
random samples. To test this we ran beam search using the final set
of weights produced during retraining. We found it to be 82% faster
than Halide master, which is only slightly better than using the
original, non-retrained weights. It seems most of the benefit comes
from taking more random samples and taking the best schedule out
of those samples.

6.4 Compiler performance
We intend this algorithm to work on very large programs, so scala-
bility with respect to program size is critical. One reason we select
beam search is because it scales linearly with the number of deci-
sions to be made, which for our parameterization is bounded by
twice the pipeline size. Beam search also scales linearly in the size of

![Fig. 8. Throughput relative to the throughput of the best known schedule on a suite of real applications, running on a high-end x86 CPU. Our model was not trained on these applications. From left to right within each cluster we have the implementation of Mullapudi et al. in the Halide open source repository, our system operating greedily (to minimize compile time), then our system with beam search using a beam of size 32. These three techniques all produce schedules without needing to compile and benchmark. Our system is 50% faster than the baseline when operating greedily, and 75% faster using beam search. Next we have our system operating in a mode where we importance sample our cost model to generate 32 probably-good schedules and benchmark to find the best. This takes about ten minutes and produces schedules twice as fast as the baseline. If we instead spend three hours generating and benchmarking more schedules, continuously using them to retrain the model for the specific application, we are on average 135% faster than the baseline. Note that beam search is not uniformly better than greedy search. Even if the cost model were perfect, beam search does not guarantee optimality. Neither do expert humans, who produced schedules 70% faster than the baseline.](image-url)
the beam and the branching factor (the average number of successor states to a state). We use the size of the beam as a constant that we can tune according to available compile time. Search time also scales linearly with the number of coarse-to-fine passes of search we perform.

Above we report results at beam sizes of 1 (with one pass) and 32 (with five passes). The branching factor is dominated by the number of tiling choices we consider. This is the set of factorizations of a multi-dimensional domain, so it scales poorly with the size and dimensionality of the stages in the program. We keep this under control by logarithmically spacing the sizes, and automatically coarsening the sampling if more than a fixed number of candidates are generated.

At a beam size of 32, the slowest-to-compile application is lens blur, which evaluates 1.47 million potential schedules in 166 seconds, or nine microseconds per schedule. The fastest is conv + relu, which takes 334 milliseconds and considers just over ten thousand schedules. At a beam size of one, i.e. operating greedily, these times are 1.6 seconds and 15 milliseconds respectively. Compile times are dominated by generating candidate schedules and computing their featurization. The cost model itself is small and easy to parallelize (across batches of candidate schedules). Furthermore, the largest single layer in the network embeds the algorithm-specific features, which do not vary across a batch of schedules for the same algorithm, so it can be pre-computed, leaving very little work to do per distinct schedule.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Expanding the training set. We have demonstrated that we can train a cost model on random programs and have it produce excellent schedules on real applications. A natural next step is to contribute samples harvested from real applications back to the training set. This will be particularly powerful when a user writes an algorithm for which our system produces a lousy schedule: our first response can be to ask them to donate it to our training set.

Expanding the search space. Our ability to grow the training set makes our algorithm extensible to new application domains. We have similarly designed the system to be extensible to new scheduling primitives and new architectures by expanding the search space and featurization. However, investigating slow schedules and crafting new features that capture what makes them slow is difficult work. A system that relied less on manual feature engineering (but was still capable of exploiting Halide’s internal analysis passes) could adapt more gracefully to newer architectures, and could capture aspects of performance that we have missed on current architectures.

Reasoning in terms of constants. One major limitation of our system is that in order to evaluate a cost it must reason in terms of constant-valued properties of the algorithm and schedule. This means the user must provide an output size for which to optimize (though the resulting code will work at other sizes too). We also compute features of tiled loops by examining the memory footprints of a single representative iteration. We pick the middle-most. For some algorithms the middle-most iteration may be unusually cheap. For example when adding a matrix to its own transpose, the middle-most iteration only requires a single value of the input. This could lead beam search to a pathologically slow schedule.

Predicting performance through a deep compiler stack. Finally, our cost model deals with loop nests in an abstracted way in order to search over them quickly. When a final loop nest is selected as the one to compile, a heavy-duty compiler stack takes over. We are asking the cost model to not only predict the performance of the underlying hardware, but also predict the behavior of this compiler stack. This is notoriously difficult for humans, and sensitive to small changes in the underlying compiler.

8 CONCLUSION

We have introduced a new automatic scheduling algorithm for high-performance image processing and deep learning. For this, we have described a new parameterization of the space of valid Halide schedules, a beam search variant, manually-derived features, a trained cost model, and optional benchmarking and fine tuning. Our method significantly outperforms previous work on the automatic scheduling of high-performance image processing code, often by a factor of more than 2x. It can naturally span a trade-off between compile time and final performance and can be extended to handle new algorithms, scheduling directives, or architectures by adding features and retraining.
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A FEATURIZATION

Here we list the schedule-dependent terms of the featurization used by the cost model (Sec 4.1). All features are computed per-stage. Note that for inlined stages, most of the features are zero, and their contribution is instead captured by the stage into which they are contributed. See the source code in the supplemental material for the details of how each feature is computed.

- **num_realizations** The number of times storage for this stage is allocated.
- **num_productions** The number of times a tile of this stage is computed. The product of the outer loop extents around the compute_at site.
- **points_computed_per_realization** The number of points computed of this stage per region computed. The product of the outer loop extents around the compute_at site.
- **points_computed_per_production** The number of points computed of this stage per region computed. The product of the loop extents within the compute_at site.
- **points_computed_total** The number of points computed.
- **unrolled_loop_extent** If the innermost loop over a tile is to be unrolled, this is equal to innermost_pure_loop_extent. If not, this feature is one.
- **inner_parallelism** The number of parallel jobs launched while computing a region of this stage. Equal to the product of the parallel inner loops. Currently always one except for stages scheduled at root, because we force all parallelism to the outer loop.
- **outer_parallelism** The maximum possible number of simultaneously-computed regions of this stage. Equal to the product of the parallel outer loops.

**bytes_at_realization** The size in bytes of the storage backing this stage.

**bytes_at_production** The size in bytes of the memory footprint written to per region computed of this stage.

**bytes_at_root** The size in bytes of the memory required to back this stage, if it were computed at the root level. Does not depend on the schedule, but acts as a useful point of reference.

**innermost_bytes_at_realization** The size in bytes of the storage for this stage along the innermost dimension, e.g. for a row-major matrix, this would be the length of a row in bytes.

**innermost_bytes_at_production** The size in bytes along the innermost dimension of the region written to per production.

**innermost_bytes_at_root** The size in bytes along the innermost dimension if this stage were computed at root.

**inlined_calls** For inlined Funcs, the total number of times the Func is evaluated. Otherwise zero.

**unique_bytes_read_per_realization** The total number of unique bytes loaded from all inputs per realization.

**unique_lines_read_per_realization** Similar to the above, but counts the number of contiguous-in-memory lines of data instead of bytes.

**allocation_bytes_read_per_realization** The sum of the sizes of all allocations accessed per realization of this stage.

**vector_size** The vectorization factor (SIMD width) used to compute this stage.
native_vector_size The native SIMD width for the narrowest type used when computing this stage. Does not depend on the schedule, but can be combined with the previous feature to detect unused SIMD lanes.

num_vectors The total number of entire SIMD vectors used to compute this stage.

num_scalars The total number of points of this stage computed as unvectorized code, typically due to loop tails.

scalar Loads_per_vector The number of scalar load instructions used per vector computed. These can arise from broadcast operations, vector gathers, or strided loads with stride greater than four.

vector Loads_per_vector The number of dense vector load instructions used per vector computed. Strided vector loads with stride less than five are treated as the equivalent number of dense loads.

scalar Loads_per_scalar The number of load instructions when computing a single scalar value of this stage.

unique_bytes read_per_vector The number of unique bytes loaded to compute a single SIMD vector of this stage.

unique_lines read_per_vector The number of contiguous memory spans accessed to compute a single SIMD vector of this stage.

unique_bytes read_per_task The number of unique bytes accessed per parallel task. As with bytes at task, if the stage is computed at finer granularity than a single task, we measure the union of the regions accessed.

bytes at task The total number of bytes written of this stage per parallel task. If the stage is computed at a finer granularity than parallel tasks, then we take the union of the regions written to per parallel task of the containing parallelized stage.

innermost_bytes at_task The same as the previous feature, but only considers the size of the innermost storage dimension.

unique_lines read_per_task The number of contiguous memory spans accessed per parallel task.

working_set at task The sum of the sizes of all temporary allocations made while computing a region of this stage.

working_set at production The sum of the sizes of all in-scope allocations at the production site.

working_set at realization The sum of the sizes of all in-scope allocations at the realization site.

working_set at root The sum of the sizes of all allocations made for the entire algorithm. This feature is the same for all stages.

B MANUAL COST MODEL

This appendix describes the hand-designed tail end of our cost model from Section 4.2. The coefficients predicted by the neural network are written as $c_i$. We begin by defining two auxiliary functions:

$$ m(x) = \max(x, 1) \quad \text{select}(x, t, f) = \text{if } t \text{ then } x \text{ else } f $$

The cost is then given by the following:

$$ \text{compute_cost} = \text{select}(\text{inlined_calls} > 0, \text{vector_size} \times \text{num_vectors} \times c_0 + \text{num_scalars} \times c_1, \text{vector_size} \times \text{num_vectors} \times c_2 + \text{num_scalars} \times c_3) $$

$$ \text{num_tasks} = m(\text{inner_parallelism} \times \text{outer_parallelism}) $$

$$ \text{load_cost} = (\text{num_realizations} \times \text{unique_lines_read_per_realization} \times c_4 + \text{num_realizations} \times \text{unique_bytes_read_per_realization} \times c_5 + \text{num_vectors} \times \text{vector_loads_per_vector} \times c_6 + \text{num_scalars} \times \text{scalar_loads_per_scalar} \times c_7 + \text{num_vectors} \times \text{scalar_loads_per_vector} \times c_8 + \text{num_scalars} \times \text{unique_bytes_read_per_vector} \times c_9 + \text{num_vectors} \times \text{unique_bytes_read_per_vector} \times c_{10} + \text{num_scalars} \times \text{unique_lines_read_per_vector} \times c_{11} + \text{num_vectors} \times \text{unique_lines_read_per_vector} \times c_{12} + \text{num_tasks} \times \text{unique_bytes_read_per_task} \times c_{13} + \text{num_tasks} \times \text{unique_lines_read_per_task} \times c_{14}) $$

$$ \text{tasks_per_core} = \text{num_tasks} / \text{num_cores} $$

$$ \text{penalized_compute_cost} = \text{compute_cost} \times \frac{\text{tasks_per_core}}{m(\text{tasks_per_core})} $$

$$ \text{lines_written_per_realization} = \frac{\text{inner_parallelism} \times \text{bytes_at_task}}{m(\text{innermost_bytes_at_task})} $$

$$ \alpha = \text{select}(\text{inner_parallelism} > 1, c_{15}, \text{select}(\text{is_output}, c_{16}, c_{17})) $$

$$ \beta = \text{select}(\text{inner_parallelism} > 1, c_{18}, \text{select}(\text{is_output}, c_{19}, c_{20})) $$

$$ \text{store_cost} = \text{num_realizations} \times (\alpha \times \text{lines_written_per_realization} + \beta \times \text{bytes_at_realization}) $$

$$ \text{false_sharing_cost} = \text{select}(\text{inner_parallelism} > 1, (\text{num_vectors} + \text{num_scalars}) \times c_{21}, 0) $$

$$ \text{max_threads_hitting_same_page_fault} = \frac{\text{num_realizations} \times (\text{inner_parallelism}, 4096/m(\text{innermost_bytes_at_task}))}{\text{inner_parallelism} \times \text{outer_parallelism} \times c_{22}} $$

$$ \text{page_fault_cost} = \text{bytes_at_production} \times \text{max_threads_hitting_same_page_fault} \times \text{inner_parallelism} \times \text{outer_parallelism} \times c_{22} $$

$$ \text{malloc_cost} = c_{23} \times \text{num_realizations} $$

$$ \text{parallel_launch_cost} = \text{num_productions} \times \text{select}(\text{inner_parallelism} > 1, c_{24}, 0) $$

$$ \text{parallel_task_cost} = \text{num_productions} \times (\text{inner_parallelism} - 1) \times c_{25} $$

$$ \text{working_set_cost} = \text{working_set} \times c_{26} $$

$$ \text{cost} = \text{penalized_compute_cost} + \text{load_cost} + \text{store_cost} + \text{false_sharing_cost} + \text{page_fault_cost} + \text{malloc_cost} + \text{parallel_launch_cost} + \text{parallel_task_cost} + \text{working_set_cost} $$